BIKE TRAIL
KROPPKÄRRSSJÖN
AND VÄLSVIKEN

BIKING IN BEAUTIFUL NATURE

BICYCLE TOUR
KROPPKÄRRSSJÖN-VÄLSVIKEN

The bicycle tour around Lake
Kroppkärrssjön and Välsviken Bay passes
through parks, lake shores and hiking
trails. The trail leads to lakes and shores
that are easily accessible to the cyclist or
walker. You can find places for a picnic or
try some fishing. Along the trail there are
also paces to leave your bike and go for a
walk.

old stone bridge. There are “dolphins”
in the water called “dykdalber”, which
were used to guide logs when they were
floated down the river. Yellow water lilies,
pondweed and large burr-reed grow in the
river here. Along the shores, there are also
sweet-grass, rushes and reeds.

THE TOUR

1. There are several large trees in the
garden of Biskopsgården, including elm,
horse chestnut, oak and an impressive
beech. The garden was untouched by the
great fire of 1865, perhaps due to the
huge elms on the south side, which were
soaked with rain when the fire started.
2. Domestic and foreign trees grow on
Sandgrund and in Badhusparken.
Foreign examples include Sargent’s Cherry
(Prunus sargentii) and Caucasian Wingnut
(Pterocarya fraxinifolia) on either side of
Tingvallabron bridge. Sargent’s cherry is a
native of Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands
in the Far East, while the wingnut is
found in the Caucasus and northern Iran.
3. West of Pråmkanalen canal, a flat
piece of rock forms a small oasis in
Badhusparken park. The rock is part of
Lagberget, upon which the Tingvalla
quarter is built. East of the canal is a
notice board with information about the

”Dolphins” used to help log floating.

4. Gubbholmen is a small island that
formed after the stone bridge was built,
probably because the bridge changed the
water patterns. There is a bridge across
the island and Karlstad people use the
island as a recreation area. There is a path
all the way round. The western path is
950 m, the eastern one 250 m.
5. Along Östra Strandpromenaden,
beside the river, there are some Alder
trees, grey alders and some hybrids of the
two. There is also birch, bird-cherry and
elm. The alder trees are home in winter to
birds such as the siskins and tits, which
eat the alder seed.
Further on, on the slope up to the
main road is a grassy area covered with
flowers. Right into September, you can
find bluebells, St. John’s wort, autumn
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hawkbit, tufted vetch, meadow vetchling
and common tansy still in bloom.
6. Lake Kroppkärrssjön is appreciated
by bathers, anglers and bird-lovers.
Anglers catch carp here. To the north and
southeast are vegetation-rich shores, home
to a wide variety of birds. The lake’s most
common birds are those that like living
in reeds, such as the great crested grebe,
green-winged teal, coot, black-headed
gull and reed bunting.
7. The reeds on lake Kroppkärrssjön are
harvested regularly to help birdlife and
prevent the lake from being grown over.
Fresh water is channelled into the lake to
maintain the water quality and prevent
pollution.

short detour up to Kroppkärr manor
and then proceed first north then west
to return to the route. This way you will
have followed the hiking trail that goes
around the lake and which provides, at its
most easterly point, a fine view across the
lake from Trollkoneberget.
If you instead stick to the route on the
map, you can enjoy the vegetation around
the brook that crosses the cycle path
in the forest to the north of the plant
nursery.
10. The cycle tour now heads for its
highest point among fir, pine and birch
trees 27 metres above the main square.
On the edge of the forest you may find
lily-of-the-valley.
11. When you reach the forested shore at
Välsviken bay you join the Fröding trail,
named after a famous Swedish poet born
in Karlstad. Leave your bike and walk
along the trail (800 m) to a bird tower on
Alstersudden, at the mouth of Välsviken.

A machine cuts back the reeds on Lake Kroppkärrssjön.

8. Just before the allotment area there is
a path down to the lake and a bird tower.
This is where you can get closest to the
reeds and their inhabitants. During the
summer, you may hear water rail and
bittern. This is a good spot to open a
picnic basket!
9. Keen cyclists might want to make a

From the tower you can see across a large
swathe of reeds, home in summer to the
water rail, rail warbler, bittern and marsh
harrier. If you have binoculars, you can
look out across Hammarösjön Bay
to the islands of Sikskär, Glofsön and
Jäverön.
12. There is a rich selection of plant life
beside the cycle path at Kaplanälven in

The stone bridge, Östra Bron. Photo: Annica Granlund

the summer, including yarrow, tansy,
melilot autumn hawkbit, yellow toadflax,
northern hawkweed, Canadian horseweed,
evening primrose, tufted vetch, common
mullein, scentless mayweed and mugwort.
In the water, you might see mallard,
goldeneye, goosander and maybe a beaver.
If you have fishing tackle, this is a good
spot to try your luck. A bit further on,
between the railway and the main road, is
a log table in the shade of some oak trees.
Large oaks are an excellent environment
for insects and lichens!

grow beside Lake Lambergstjärnet. Water
plants have to contend with the City’s
amphibious reed harvester, whose job is to
stop the lake from being overgrown.
15. When Pråmkanalen canal was built
in 1838 an avenue of trees was planted
alongside. This is now one of the oldest
park areas in the city. Trees include a
variety of maples, elm, horse-chestnut,
small-leaved lime and Crimean linden.
Some of these trees died and were replaced
with northern red oaks. The lock-keeper’s
cottage dates from the opening of the
canal. The cottage is nowadays a nice café.

13. At Sjöstad there are several luxuriant
deciduous forests with a variety of birds,
such as the nightingale, blackcap and
garden warbler. As most of these birds are
insect eaters, they start heading south in
August.
The luxuriant deciduous forest is covered
with growth during the warmer months.
14. Crack willow and the common alder

Pråmkanalen.

In Sweden we have a wonderful opportunity to experience nature and pursue many
different activities thanks to our right to public access. When you use your right of public
access, it is good to keep some things in mind:
• The right of public access entitles you to reside in nature as long as you do not
disturb animals och plants and respect nature. You must take responsibility for nature
and not damage.
• Remember that crops, replanted forest or other vunerable land should not be
damages.
• Dogs are not allowed to run around unleashed from March 1 to August 20 due to the
sensitive peroiod for wildlife.
• You are free to pick flowers, berries, mushrooms, twigs and branches from the ground
as long as they are not sacred. Do not take twigs, branches and bark from growing
trees.
• Please use available barbecue sites and fireplaces when starting a fire. Do not start a
fire if there is the least risk of it spreading. If the weather is dry, the lighting of fires is
often prohibited.
• Please take rubbish with you and don´t leave glass, tins, plastic bags and bottle caps in
nature.
• You may pinch a tent and camp in the countryside. Please make sure you are in a spot
where farming is not carried on and not too close to a residence.
TERRAIN VEHICLES LAW

There is no right of public access for motorised vechicles. According to Terrain vehicles
law it is forbidden to drive cars, motorcycles, mopeds and other motorised vehicles in
the terrain. It it also prohibited to dive any motorised vehicle on any trails
or in the woods.

Karlstads kommun, teknik- och fastighetsförvaltningen, 651 84 Karlstad
E-post: karlstadskommun@karlstad.se. Telefon: 054-540 00 00.
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THE RIGHT OF PUBLIC ACCESS

